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1. Introduction 

Andrijevic [1] introduced the notion of b-open sets in a topological space and obtained 

their various properties. El-Etik [2] introduced the same concept in the name of γ-open sets. 

El-Etik also introduced the concept of γ-continuous (b-continuous) functions with the aid of 

b-open sets. In 2004, Ekici and Caldas [3] introduced the notion of slightly γ-continuity 

(slightly b-continuity) which is a weakened form of b-continuity. In their paper, the authors 

have studied basic properties and preservation theorems of slightly b-continuous functions. 

The relationships of slightly b-continuity with other weaker forms of continuity have also 

been studied. The concept of generalized closed sets (briefly, g-closed) in topological spaces 

was introduced by Levine [4] and a class of topological spaces called T1/2 spaces. Arya and 

Nour [5], Bhattacharya and Lahiri [6], Levine [7], Mashhour [8], Njastad [9] and 

Andrijevic([10], [1]) introduced and investigated generalized semi-open sets, semi 

generalized open sets, generalized open sets, semi-open sets, pre-open sets and α-open sets, 

semi pre-open sets and b-open sets which are some of the weak forms of open sets and the 

complements of these sets are called the same types of closed sets. 

Tong ([11], [12]) has introduced A-sets, B-sets and t-sets. A-sets and B-sets are also weak 

forms of open sets whereas t-sets is a weak form of a closed sets. Ganster and Reilly [13] 

have introduced locally closed sets, which are weaker than both open and closed sets. 

Cameron [14] has introduced regular semi-open sets which are weaker than regular open sets. 

Ahmad Al-Omari [15] introduced generalized b-closed sets and studied the properties. Quite 

recently, we have introduced the notion of sb*-closed sets [16] and studied some of their 

properties. We use sb*-open sets to define a kernal called sb*-kernal. Also we introduce             

sb*-wu-separated and sb*-derived in topological spaces. Further the characterizations and 

properties are studied. 
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2. Preliminaries 

Throughout this paper (X,τ) and (Y,σ) represent topological spaces on which no separation 

axioms are assumed unless otherwise mentioned. 

For a subset A of a space (X,τ), cl(A), int(A) and A
c
 denote the closure of A, the interior of 

A and the complement of A in X, respectively. 

Definition 2.1: A subset A of a topological space (X,τ) is called 

(a) preopen set [8] if A ⊆ int(cl(A)) and pre-closed set if cl(int(A)) ⊆ A. 

(b) semiopen set [7] if A ⊆ cl(int(A)) and semi closed set if int(cl(A)) ⊆ A. 

(c) an α-open set [9] if A ⊆ int(cl(int(A))) and an α-closed set if cl(int(cl(A))) ⊆ A. 

(d) semi-preopen set [10] (β-open set) if A ⊆ cl(int(cl(A))) and semi-preclosed set if        

int(cl(int(A))) ⊆ A. 

(e) b-open set [17] if A ⊆ cl(int(A))∪ int(cl(A)) and the complement of b-closed set is called 

a b-open set. 

(f) g-closed set [4] if cl(A) ⊆ U, whenever A ⊆ U and U is open. The complement of           

g-closed set is called a g-open set. 

(f) strongly b*-closed set (briefly, sb*-closed set) [16] if cl(int(A)) ⊆ U, whenever A ⊆ U 

and U is b-open. The complement of strongly b*-closed set is called a strongly b*-open set. 

Definition 2.2: [18] Let X and Y be topological spaces. A map f: (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called 

strongly b*-continuous (briefly, sb*-continuous) if the inverse image of every open set in Y is 

sb*-open in X. 

Definition 2.3: [19] Let X and Y be topological spaces. A map f: (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called 

sb*-irresolute if the inverse image of every sb*-closed set in Y is sb*-closed in X. 

Definition 2.4: [18] Let X and Y be a topological spaces. A map f: (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called 

strongly b*-closed (briefly, sb*-closed) map if the image of every closed set in X is                   

sb*-closed set in Y. 

3. On #Ksb*(A) via sb*-open sets 

Definition 3.1:[20] (a) Let X be a topological space. A subset A ⊆ X is called a                         

sb*-neighbourhood (briefly, sb*-nbd) of a point x ∈  X if there exists a sb*-open set G such 

that x ∈  G ⊆ A. 

A subset F of a space X is called a sb*-neighbourhood of A ⊆ X if there exists a sb∗ -open 

set G such that A ⊆ G ⊆ F. 

(b) The family of all sb*-neighbourhoods of a point x ∈  X is called sb∗ -neighbourhood 

system of x and it is denoted by sb*-N(x). 
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(c) Let A be a subset of X. Then sb*-int(A) =  {G : G is sb∗  − open, G ⊆ A}. 

(d) Let A be a subset of a space X. Then the sb*-closure of A is defined as the intersection of 

all sb*-closed sets containing A. ie., sb*-cl(A) = {F : F is sb∗ −closed, A ⊆ F}. 

Definition 3.2: (a) The intersection of all sb*-open subsets of (X, τ) containing A is called 

the sb*-kernal of A (briefly, #Ksb*(A)). 

#Ksb∗ (A) = ∩{G ∈  sb∗ (X, τ) : A ⊆ G}. 

(b) Let x ∈  X. Then sb∗ -kernal of x is denoted by #Ksb∗ ({x}) = ∩{G ∈  sb∗ (X, τ) :                      

x ∈  G}. 

Theorem 3.3: A subset A of a topological space (X,τ) is sb*-open if it is a                                 

sb*-neighbourhood of each of its points. 

Proof: Let a subset G of a topological space (X,τ) be sb*-open. Then for every x ∈  X, x ∈  G 

⊆ G, and therefore G is a sb*-neighborhood of each of its points. 

Theorem 3.4: Let X be a topological space (X,τ). If A is sb*-closed subset of X and                     

x ∈  sb*-cl(A) if and only if for any sb*-neighbourhood N of x in X, N ∩A   υ. 

Proof: Let us assume that there is a sb*-neighbourhood N of the point x in X such that N ∩A 

= υ. There exist a sb*-open set G of X such that x ∈  G ⊆ N. Therefore we have G ∩ A = υ 

and so x ∈  X − G. Then sb∗ -cl(A) ∈  X − G and therefore x   sb*-cl(A), which is the 

contradiction to the hypothesis x ∈  sb∗ -cl(A). Therefore N ∩A υ. 

Conversely, Suppose that x sb*-cl(A), then there exists a sb*-closed set G of X such that 

A ⊆ G and x G. Thus x ∈  X −G and X −G is sb*-open in X and hence X−G is a                  

sb*-neighborhood of x in X. But A∩(X−G) = υ which is a contradiction. Hence                     

x ∈  sb∗ -cl(A). 

Theorem 3.5: Let X be a topological space (X,τ). Then for any nonempty subset A of X, 

#Ksb∗ (A) = {x ∈  X : sb*-cl({x}) ∩A   υ}. 

Proof: Let x ∈  #Ksb*(A). Suppose that sb*-cl({x}) ∩ A = υ. Then A ⊆ X − sb∗ -cl({x}) and 

X − sb∗ -cl({x}) is sb*-open set containing A but not x, which is a contradiction. 

Conversely, let us assume that x #Ksb*(A) and sb*-cl({x})∩A   υ. Then there exist a 

sb* -open set D containing A but not x and y ∈  sb*-cl({x}) ∩ A. Hence a sb*-closed set 

X−D contains x, and {x} ⊂ X−D, y   X−D. This is a contradiction to y ∈  sb∗ -cl({x}) ∩A. 

Therefore x ∈  #Ksb∗ (A). 

Definition 3.6: In a space (X,τ), a set A is said to be weakly ultra-sb*-separated (briefly,      

sb*-wu-separated) from a set B if there exists a sb*-open set G such that A ⊆ G and G∩B = 

υ or A∩sb∗ -cl(B) = υ. 

By the previous definition and theorem, we have the following x, y ∈  X of a topological 

space, sb*-cl({x}) = {y : {x} is not sb*-wu-separated from {x}} 

#Ksb*({x}) = {y : {y} is not sb*-wu-separated from {y}} 
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Definition 3.7: For any point x of a space (X,τ) is called 

(a) sb*-derived (briefly, sb*-d-({x})) set of x is defined to be the set. 

sb*-d-({x}) = sb*-cl({x})−{x} = {y : y   x and {y} is not sb*-wu-separated from {x}}, 

(b) sb*-shell (briefly, sb*s-({x})) of a singleton set {x} is defined to be the set. 

sb*s-({x}) = #Ksb∗ ({x})−{x} = {y : y   x and {x} is not sb*-wu-separated from {y}}. 

Definition 3.8: Let X be a topological space (X,τ). Then we define 

(a) sb*-n-d = {x : x ∈  X and sb∗ -d-({x}) = υ}, 

(b) sb*-n-s = {x : x ∈  X and sb∗ s-({x}) = υ}, 

(c) sb*-< x >= sb*-cl({x}) ∩#Ksb∗ ({x}). 

Theorem 3.9: Let x, y ∈  X. Then the following conditions hold. 

(a) y ∈  #Ksb∗ ({x}) if and only if x ∈  sb∗ -cl({y}). 

(b) y ∈  sb∗ s-({x}) if and only if x ∈  sb∗ -d-({x}). 

(c) y ∈  sb∗ -cl({x}) implies sb*-cl({y}) ⊆ sb∗ -cl({x}). 

(d) y ∈  #Ksb∗ ({x}) implies #Ksb∗ ({y}) ⊆ #Ksb∗ ({x}). 

Proof: The proof of (a) and (b) are obvious. 

(c) Let z ∈  sb∗ -cl({y}). Then {z} is not sb*-wu-separated from {y}. So there exists a                

sb*-open set G containing z such that G∩{y}   υ. Hence y ∈  G and by assumption G ∩ {x} 

  υ. Hence {z} is not sb*-wu-separated from {x}. So z ∈  sb∗ -cl({x}). Therefore                      

sb*-cl({y}) ⊆ sb*-cl({x}). 

(d) Let z ∈  #Ksb∗ ({y}). Then {y} is not sb*-wu-separated from {z}. So y ∈  sb∗ -cl({z}). 

Hence sb* -cl({y}) ⊆ sb* -cl({z}). By assumption y ∈  #K ∗ ({x}) and then x ∈  sb∗ -cl({y}). 

So sb*-cl({x}) ⊆ sb∗ -cl({y}). Ultimately sb*-cl({x}) ⊆ sb∗ -cl({z}). Hence                          

x ∈  sb∗ -cl({z}), that is z ∈  #Ksb∗ ({x}). Therefore #Ksb∗ ({y}) ⊆ #Ksb∗ ({x}).  

Let us recall that a subset A of (X,τ) is called a degenerate set if A is either a null set or a 

singleton set. 

Theorem 3.10: Let x, y ∈  X. Then, 

(a) for every x ∈  (X,τ), sb∗ s-({x}) is degenerate if and only if for all x, y ∈  (X,τ), x   y,       

sb*-d-({x}) ∩sb∗ -d-({y}) = υ, 

(b) for every x ∈  (X,τ), sb∗ -d-({x}) is degenerate if and only if for every x, y ∈  (X,τ),x   y, 

sb*s-({x}) ∩sb∗ s-({x}) = υ. 
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Proof: (a) Let sb*-d-({x}) ∩ sb∗ -d-({y})   υ. Then there exists a z ∈  (X,τ) such that                

z ∈  sb*-d-({x}) and z ∈  sb*-d-({y}). Then z   y   x and z ∈  sb∗ -cl({x}) and                           

z ∈  sb∗ -cl({y}), that is x, y ∈  #Ksb∗ ({y}). Hence #Ksb*({z}) and so sb*s-({z}) is not a 

degenerate set. 

Conversely, let x, y ∈  sb∗ s-({z}). Then we get x   z, x ∈  #Ksb∗ ({z}) and y   z,                           

y ∈  #Ksb*({z}) and hence z is an element of both sb*-cl({x}) and sb*-cl({y}), which is a 

contradiction. 

(b) Obvious. 

Theorem 3.11: For all x, y ∈  (X,τ), either sb*-< x > ∩sb∗ -< y >= υ or sb*-< x > =sb*-< y >. 

Proof: sb*-< x > ∩sb∗ -< y >  υ, then there exists z ∈  (X,τ) such that z ∈  sb∗ -< x > and  z ∈                                                                                             z ∈  z *-

sb*< y >. So by the previous theorem, sb*-< z >= sb*-< x >= sb*-< y >.  

Theorem 3.12: If y ∈  sb∗ -< x >, then sb*-< x >= sb*-< y >. 

Proof: If y ∈  sb*-< x >, then y ∈  sb∗ -cl({x}) ∩ #Ksb∗ ({x}). Hence y ∈  sb∗ -cl({x}) and y 

∈  #Ksb∗ ({x}) and so we have sb* -cl({y}) ⊆ sb* -cl({x}) and #Ksb∗ ({y}) ⊆ #Ksb∗ ({x}). 

Then sb*-cl({y}) ∩ #Ksb∗ ({y}) ⊆ sb *-cl({x}) ∩ #Ksb∗ ({x}). Hence sb* -< y >⊆ sb *-< x 

>. The fact that y ∈  sb*-cl({x}) implies x ∈  #Ksb∗ ({y}) and y ∈  #Ksb*({x}) implies                      

x ∈  sb∗ -cl({y}). Then we have that sb*-< x >⊆ sb∗ -< y >. So sb*-< x >= sb*-< y >. 

Theorem 3.13: For any two points x, y ∈  (X,τ), the following statements are equivalent. 

(a) #Ksb*({x})   #Ksb*({y}). 

(b) sb*-cl({x})   sb*-cl({y}). 

Proof: (a) ⇒ (b) Let us assume #Ksb∗ ({x}) = #Ksb∗ ({y}). Then there exists a                       

z ∈  #Ksb*({x}) but z  #Ksb∗ ({y}). As z ∈  #Ksb∗ ({x}), x ∈  sb*-cl({z}) and                         

sb*-cl({x}) ⊆ sb*-cl({z}). Also we have taken z   #Ksb*({y}), sb*-cl({z}) ∩{y} = υ, so            

sb*-cl({x})∩{y} = υ and so {y} is sb*-wu-separated from {x} and hence we get that                    

y   sb*-cl({x}). Hence sb*-cl({x})   sb*-cl({y}). 

(b) ⇒ (a) Suppose sb∗ -cl({x})   sb*-cl({y}). Then there exists a point z ∈  sb∗ -cl({x}) but 

z  sb*-cl({y}). So, we get an sb*-open set containing z and x but not y. That is                         

y   #Ksb*({x}). Hence #Ksb*({x})   #Ksb*({y}). 
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